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What are the combination planetary positions
for depression

What are the combination planetary positions for depression?

Planetary position for depression and its solutions.

Depression is not an exceptional sickness it is common disease in these days. I
think about 60 to 80 percent of our population feel pressure and depressed in
their life tack but the main problem is that why they feel so. If we are depressed
then what  is  the  cause of  depression.  Really  this  is  a  big  question  and a
challenge for all of us. Depression is related to emotions. Depression is sum of
two words “deep” with “pressure”. It means when a person go through deep
stress or deep pressure due to some specific emotional reason like married life,
job,  property,  children etc.  that create negative thinking and those adverse
thoughts transform into depression. Several people get cured but some never
come out after despite of so many efforts. Depression converts a very severe
matter in these days.
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What a person feels in the time of depression?
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In  Astrology depression has a direct  relation with  emotion,  mind and soul.
Depressive person feel sorrow, frustration, impossibility, loneliness, unhappiness,
loss of enthusiasm, despair, withdrawal from social relationships or contact and
lives  with  negative  attitude  and  lack  of  interest  in  constructive  thoughts.
Depression  always  effects  emotionally,  psychologically  and  physically.  The
individual’s  horoscope shows why he suffer  from depression never want to
accept any condemn by other people and if they get criticized then they want
to surrender their selves.

Depression and role of Astrologer

A best Astrologer can reply through analysis of individual’s horoscope on the
basis of planets po depression and stressful life situation in the various house or
sign.  Planets position like debilitated sign or placed in6, 8 and 12 are directly
answerable for depression in astrology. Best Astrologer can alert you before
depression comes, with the help of period, sub period and transit of planets in
your Kundli. Today in this article, I am going to talk over that in which positions
of planets will responsible for depression in horoscope.

Which planets are responsible for depression?

Mainly Sun, Mercury and plays a major role in our life as it governs our mind,
emotions and soul etc. If all three planets are placed in bad houses like 6,8,12 or
position or in debilitated sign produce negative thoughts and after that you will

be depressed. If the Single Moon placed in 8th house, the chances of depression
is too much rise.

Any inauspicious planets like Saturn Mars, Sun, Rahu and ketu are associated
with Moon through aspects and conjunction will give you depression especially
in the time of concerning planets period or sub period.

Planetary combination for depression and its remedies

Why Moon is main responsible for depression
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Depression is concern with emotions and Moon is the psyche planet. Veda’s
stated about Moon.

चमा मनसो जातः |

मो मनसः शरा जायत े|

चां हरमय ल जातवेदो म आ वाह

Moon represents our emotions, happiness, desires, expectations, ability to enjoy
things and ideas. Moon gives some unfavourable result also especially when
associated with malefic Saturn mars or nodes (like Rahu and ketu) like inability
to relish life, week self-confidence, anxiety, insecurity, sadness.  Badly placing of
Moon in individual’s chart can make a strong reason of lots of emotional and
mental issues that go a long way in weakening our body.

Get Free Online Complete Horoscope by Date of Birth ion Hindi and English

Which house is responsible for depression?

First house in a horoscope is called ascendant and it represents brain and the
manner in which brain thinks and works, it’s also represents the immune of the
horoscope.

Fifth house is the house of wisdom its affliction denote depression problem.

Sixth, is represents to enemies or hurdle creator. best astrologer in Dwarka delhi,

astrologer in delhi ncr,

Eight house is represent to chronic disease or death. top astrologer in Gurgaon,

famous astrologer in Gurgaon,

Eleventh house is represent to fulfilment of desires. top astrologers in delhi, best career

astrologer in delhi,

Astrological Parameter for Depression (suicidal combinations in astrology)
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Ascendant and its Lord should be in affliction by malefic planets like Saturn,
Mars, Rahu or Ketu.

If Ascendant 4rth and 5th Lord placed in 6th, 8th & 12th house and also affliction
by at least two malefic planets like Saturn, Mars or Rahu ketu.

If 6th, 8th and 12th Lord placed in ascendant, 4rth or 5th house and also
afflicted by malefic planets.

Moon and Mercury are to be afflicted by Mars, Saturn, or Rah-ketu.

If Moon is placed in 6th, 8th or 12th house in the birth chart.

If Moon is debilitated and aspects, conjunction or hemmed between malefic
planets denote depression.

Debilitated or nearer to Amavasya Moon in 8th house with Rah denote
depression or some time madness.

If Moon or Mercury is conjunction with Sun due to conjunction with Sun Moon or
Mercury loses its strength and unable to give good result even though the Moon
of Mercury placed in own house or exalted condition.

If Mercury is in conjunction with the malefic planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, and
Rahu Ketu.

Any two or three malefic planets like Saturn, Mars, and Rahu ketu aspects on
Mercury.

If 4th House and its lord are weak and under the influence of malefic planets,
the native will usually suffer from depression and departed stressful life in all
manners.

If 5th house and its lord are under the influence of malefic planets, the native
will suffer from depression and departed stressful life.
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If Moon, Sun and Mercury are weak afflicted and/or associated with malefic
planets they indicate depression.

If proper remedies are performed by native they can be cured from
depression and stressful life.  Know astrological reasons by Best Famous

Astrologer in Gurgoan, depression and stressful life with proper
easy remedies and solutions . Now on phone, Best Famous Astrologer in

Dwarka, Acharya V. Shastri: + 91-920572294

Read On Website
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